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The thermodynamic Bethe ansatz approach to the study of integrable quantum field theories
was introduced in the early 90s. Since then it has been known that the thermodynamic Bethe
ansatz equations can be recast in the form of Y -systems. These Y -systems have a number of
interesting properties, notably in the high-temperature limit their solutions are constants from
which the central charge of the ultraviolet fixed point can be obtained and they are typically pe-
riodic functions, with period proportional to the dimension of the perturbing field. In this letter
we discuss the derivation of Y -systems when the standard thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equa-
tions are replaced by generalised versions, describing generalised Gibbs ensembles. We shown
that for many integrable quantum field theories, there is a large class of distinct generalised
Gibbs ensembles which share the same Y -system.
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1 Introduction

In the context of the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) treatment of integrable quantum field
theories (IQFTs) [1–3], Y -systems were first introduced and studied in [4–7]. More precisely,
it was realised that the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations for functions εapθq commonly
known as pseudoenergies (a labels the particle type and θ the rapidity) can be equivalently
written as systems of equations for functions Yapθq “ eεapθq known as Y -systems. The trans-
formation from TBA-equations (which are non-linear integral equations) to Y -systems (which
are sets of coupled algebraic equations) is deceptively simple: one Fourier-transforms the for-
mer, rearranges terms in the resulting equations and then inverse Fourier-transforms. In the
process the convolution integrals typical of TBA equations are eliminated. Y -systems can be
constructed for discrete and lattice theories as well as for IQFTs with non-diagonal scattering.
Here, however we will restrict ourselves to relativistic IQFTs, focusing on the family of minimal
Toda field theories, even if our observations apply much more generally.

Our aim is to consider the kind of generalised TBA-equations discussed in [10] and already
implicit in [11]. Let us start however by considering the standard equations, as proposed by
Zamolodchikov [1]. The properties of a generic 1+1D IQFT with diagonal scattering at thermal
equilibrium are described by the equations

εapθq “ maβ cosh θ ´
r

ÿ

b“1

pϕab ‹ Lbqpθq , a “ 1, . . . , r , (1)

where a specifies the particle type, ma is the mass of a particle of type a, r is the number of
particles in the spectrum, and β “ 1{T is the inverse temperature. The symbol ‹ denotes the
convolution

pa ‹ bqpθq :“
1

2π

ˆ 8

´8
dθ1apθ ´ θ1qbpθ1q , (2)

and the functions Lapθq are given by Lapθq :“ logp1 ` e´εapθqq for theories with fermionic
statistics. The information about scattering is embedded into the kernels (or scattering phases)
ϕabpθq which are the logarithmic derivatives of the corresponding two-particle scattering matrices
Sabpθq

ϕabpθq :“ ´i
d

dθ
logSabpθq . (3)

In recent years, the study of out-of-equilibrium many-body quantum systems has led to the
realisation that IQFTs dynamically evolve towards equilibria which are described by generalised
Gibbs ensembles (GGEs) [9]. At the level of the TBA-equations, GGEs are described by gener-
alised versions of (1) where the driving term maβ cosh θ is replaced by a more generic function

νapθq “
N
ÿ

i“1

λi
ah

i
apθ; siq , (4)

where hiapθ; sq are one-particle eigenvalues of local or quasi-local conserved charges Qs
a of spin

s and λi
a are parameters that play the role of generalised inverse temperatures. Typically, in

relativistic 1+1D quantum field theory we have that h0apθ; 0q “ 1, h1apθ; 1q “ ma cosh θ and
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h2apθ; 1q “ ma sinh θ corresponding to particle number, energy and momentum, respectively. In
general, spin-s quantities have one-particle eigenvalues which are combinations of the functions
e˘sθ.

Starting with the generalised TBA-equations for a GGE in IQFT it is natural to ask what
the corresponding Y -system would be. This is a question that has not been addressed yet in
the context of IQFT, mainly because most work on GGEs and their associated Bethe ansatz
description so far has focussed on quantum spin chains. Indeed, for the latter there have been
several works where Y -systems are discussed [12–16]. The aim of this paper is to highlight the
special features of the Y -systems associated to a certain class of GGEs.

2 A Simple Example

One of the simplest examples where we can illustrate the construction of a Y -system and its
generalisation to GGEs is the sinh-Gordon model at the self-dual point [17–20] (see [8] for a
more recent introduction to the model’s scattering theory). For our purposes, all we need to
know about the model is that it is a theory of a single particle (so we can drop the indices
in the kernel), and that the kernel is given by ϕpθq “ 2 sechθ. This type of kernel, which is
strongly peaked around θ “ 0 and exponentially decaying for large θ is typical of IQFTs with
diagonal scattering. The Y -system is then constructed as follows: first, the TBA equation is
Fourier-transformed to

ξ̃pkq `
1

2π
ϕ̃pkqL̃pkq “ 0 , (5)

where the “tilded” functions are all Fourier transforms and ξpθq :“ εpθq ´ mβ cosh θ. Here we
exploited the fact that the Fourier transform of a convolution is the product of the Fourier trans-
forms (up a normalisation constant depending on the normalisation of the Fourier transform).
For the kernel above we have that ϕ̃pkq “ 2π sechπk

2
and so the equation can be rewritten as

cosh
πk

2
ξ̃pkq ` L̃pkq “ 0 . (6)

We can now inverse Fourier-transform this equation. We realise that multiplication with cosh πω
2

in the first term is equivalent to shifting the argument of the inverse Fourier transformed function
so we get

ξpθ `
iπ

2
q ` ξpθ ´

iπ

2
q ` 2Lpθq “ 0 . (7)

Since coshpθ ` iπ
2

q ` coshpθ ´ iπ
2

q “ 0 the mβ cosh θ part of the ξpθq function is cancelled in the
combination above so the equation becomes

εpθ `
iπ

2
q ` εpθ ´

iπ

2
q ` 2Lpθq “ 0 , (8)

thus we now have a new TBA equation where the driving term mβ cosh θ does not appear
explicitly. Instead, we can rewrite the equation is a more elegant form by defining the function
Y pθq “ eεpθq which then gives

Y pθ `
iπ

2
qY pθ ´

iπ

2
qp1 `

1

Y pθq
q2 “ 1 . (9)
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Information about the driving term is now encoded in the asymptotics of the function Y pθq. In
addition, it is known from multiple works, including [1–3], that for high temperature β ! 1 and
strongly peaked kernels such as ours, the function Y pθq tends to a value y which is constant 1 and
so the Y -system becomes instead an algebraic equation for the number y, which for sinh-Gordon
has solution y “ 0. Famously, this solution can then be plugged into Roger’s dilogarithm to
produce the central charge of the ultraviolet fixed point [1–3], which for sinh-Gordon is that of
a massless free boson c “ 1.

An interesting observation about this derivation is that it follows through in exactly the
same way if we replace the driving term mβ cosh θ by

νpθq “
ÿ

s odd

ms
´

λ`
s e

sθ ` λ´
s e

´sθ
¯

, (10)

since, expp˘spθ ` iπ
2

qq ` expp˘spθ ´ iπ
2

qq “ 0 for s odd. The constants λ˘
s are such that the

combination msλ˘
s is dimensionless. Note that the sum above represents a sum over any subset

of odd spin eigenvalues, so it represents an infinite family of distinct driving terms νpθq. Thus, a
GGE involving any combination of odd spin charges, which for this model are known to be the
local conserved charges, gives rise to the same Y -system as in a thermal state. Equivalently, any
GGE involving any spin s conserved charges where s is not odd (that is, non-local conserved
charges in the present example), will give rise via the procedure above, to a “modified” Y -system,
where the driving terms of the original TBA equations would not be fully cancelled out. This
is similar to the situation described in [12], particularly equation (14) therein.

Given the prevalence of Y -functions in the context of quantum spin chains a small clarifi-
cation is due. Unlike for quantum spin chains where the Bethe ansatz equations are frequently
written in terms of Y -functions even before any Fourier transformation has been applied, in
IQFTs, following Zamolodchikov’s original proposal [4] the term Y -system is only employed to
refer to the equations that result from expressing the TBA equations in a form where there
are no longer convolution terms and where the equations depend only on Y -functions and their
shifted versions.

The aim of this letter is to highlight the fact that this phenomenon, whereby infinitely many
different GGE’s are described by the same Y -system is by no means restricted to the sinh-
Gordon model, but can be found for many IQFTs. The fact that more generic TBA driving
terms would also cancel out in the Y -system construction is not knew, in the sense that the
required cancellation properties for such terms were noticed on at least some early TBA papers.
However, since the idea of considering more general driving terms was not entertained at the
time, the observation was never set in the context of GGEs. We will take as our main example
the family of minimal Toda field theories.

3 Toda Field Theory

In this section we present a brief history of massive Toda field theories and their S-matrix
construction and then review the Y -systems of minimal Toda field theories (MTFTs) of the
ADE family. Finally, we present a simple example.

1In this limit the TBA equations are known as constant TBA equations [1–3].
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3.1 A Bit of History

Most IQFTs and conformal field theories can be related in some way to the Toda family. For
massive theories with diagonal scattering, there is generally a connection to either MTFTs or
affine Toda field theories. The most famous and interesting feature of Toda theories is their
underlying algebraic structure. This structure allows for establishing a one-to-one relationship
between physical quantities/properties and Lie-algebraic quantities/properties. The simplest
examples are the Ising model, which can be seen as the simplest MTFT, associated with the
algebra a1 and the sinh-Gordon model, which is the simplest example of an affine Toda field
theory, also associated with the algebra a1

2.
Both in MTFT and affine Toda field theories the particle spectrum, S-matrices and conserved

charges are in one-to-one correspondence with algebraic data. A sketch of this correspondence
is given below:

# Nodes in the Dynkin diagram ðñ # of particles in the spectrum

Symmetry of the Dynkin diagram ðñ particle charge conjugation

Cartan and incidence matrices ðñ universal S-matrix structure

Coxeter number h ðñ S-matrix poles at multiples of θ “ iπ
h

A family of extensively studied MTFTs are those associated with the simply-laced finite
algebras an, dn, e6, e7 and e8 (n P Z

`). These are the ADE scattering theories whose TBA was
studied in [2, 4, 7].

The construction of the exact scattering matrices of these theories has a long history as
different models/algebras were understood at different times [2,21–28], and later brought under
a more general construction [29–32]. Still later a “universal” scattering matrix was proposed
which encoded within a single algebraic representation the S-matrices of all affine Toda field
theories related to both simply- and non-simply laced algebras [33] and the corresponding TBA
was studied in [34].

2At the S-matrix level, affine Toda field theories have the same S-matrices as MTFTs times CDD factors which
incorporate a dependence on the coupling but no additional physical poles. Thus the sinh-Gordon S-matrix can
be seen as a pure CDD factor times the (trivial) Ising S-matrix. The self-dual point mentioned earlier corresponds
to fixing the coupling constant to the special value B “ 1 (under appropriate normalisation).

4



3.2 Y-Systems for ADE Theories

The scattering matrices of ADE minimal Toda field theories can be found in many papers, as
discussed above. They take the universal form

Sabpθq “ exp

«

ˆ 8

´8

dk

k
2 cosh

πk

h

ˆ

2 cosh
πk

h
´ I

˙´1

ab

e´ikθ

ff

, (11)

where I is the incidence matrix of the associated algebra3, which in turn relates to the con-
nectivity of its Dynkin diagram, and h its Coxeter number. This representation is particularly
useful in order to obtain the scattering phases and, especially, their Fourier transform, which
follows directly as

ϕ̃abpkq “ δab ´ 2 cosh
πk

h

ˆ

2 cosh
πk

h
´ I

˙´1

ab

. (12)

Starting from this S-matrix it has been shown in [4, 7] that for the case of a TBA-equation of
the form (1), with driving term νapθq “ ma cosh θ, the corresponding Y -system is,

Yapθ `
iπ

h
qYapθ ´

iπ

h
q “

r
ź

b“1

p1 ` YbpθqqIab , (13)

The particular simplification that results from Fourier-transforming and then inverse Fourier-
transforming the TBA equations while, in the process, getting rid of the convolution integral, is
more involved in this case. Once more, the end result is that the driving term does not feature
any longer. The cancellation reported after (7) is now replaced by the equation

ma coshpθ `
iπ

h
q ` ma coshpθ ´

iπ

h
q ´ cosh θ

r
ÿ

b“1

Iabmb “ 0 , (14)

where we used the famous identity

r
ÿ

b“1

Iabmb “ 2ma cos
π

h
. (15)

This identity is equivalent to the statement that the masses of the theory form an eigenvector of
the incidence matrix I with eigenvalue 2 cos π

h
. This is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector4 of the

incidence matrix and is also an eigenvector of the Cartan matrix of the corresponding algebra,
which is related to I by C :“ 2 ´ I.

An observation that can be found explicitly in [7] is that the other eigenvectors of the
incidence/Cartan matrix can be also constructed in terms of the higher spin conserved quantities
of the theory. More precisely, let qsa be the one-particle eigenvalue for particle a of a conserved
charge of spin s at rapidity zero. Then,

r
ÿ

b“1

Iabq
s
b “ 2qsa cos

πs

h
. (16)

3Not to be mistaken for the identity matrix!
4The Perron-Frobenius theorem states that a real square matrix with positive entries has a unique largest real

eigenvalue and that the corresponding eigenvector can be chosen to have strictly positive components.
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Although this has been known for a long time, it has not been connected explicitly to GGEs.
Let us now consider the same TBA-equations with driving term

νapθq “
ÿ

s odd

λsq
s
a coshpsθq , (17)

where the sum is meant over any subset of values of s as long as they are odd. Then, the
resulting Y -system is still (13) and in this case, the dependence on the driving term drops out
thanks to the identity

qsa coshpsθ `
iπs

h
q ` qsa coshpsθ ´

iπs

h
q ´ coshpsθq

r
ÿ

b“1

Iabq
s
b “ 0 , (18)

which holds thanks to (16) for odd spin. Note that the same conclusion holds if we also allow
sinh-terms in (17), as long as the spin is odd. Including such terms is equivalent to allowing for
Lorenz boosts of the original state.

The numbers qsa have been systematically computed (or can be constructed from other re-
sults), for instance in [28]. Therefore, the conclusion is that there is an infinite family of GGEs,
characterised by driving terms involving any number of appropriately normalised one-particle
eigenvalues of odd local conserved charges, which gives rise to the same Y -system, in the sense
of satisfying (13). It is worth noting however that the analyticity properties and meaningfulness
of the Y -system need to be considered carefully when the number of terms in (17) is infinite.
For quantum spin chains, the important subtleties arising in this situation have been highlighted
in [12, 13]. Of course, the Y -system is characterised not only by the equation (13) but by the
asymptotics of the functions Yapθq which depends on the specific driving term. However, there
are fundamental properties of the Y -system which only depend on the equation above, such as
its periodicity and asymptotics for small Lagrange multipliers λs.

Although we have restricted ourselves to ADE MTFTs here, the same type of arguments can
be made for affine Toda field theories, which in fact share the same property (18) and for other
theories which share the algebraic structure of Toda models. Examples are the homogeneous
sine-Gordon models [35–38] generalisations thereof, such as the “colour-valued” S-matrices pro-
posed in [39,40] and other Dynkin diagram based theories, some of which are also discussed in [7].
Our conclusions also extend to integral equations of the type found for the sine-Gordon/XXZ
models [41–43].

3.3 ar Minimal Toda Field Theory

It is interesting to report the basic data we were talking about in the previous subsection for
one particular family of theories. For ar-MTFTs the Cartan and incidence matrices are:

Cab “ 2δab ´ Iab “ 2δab ´ δa b`1 ´ δa b´1 , a, b “ 1, . . . , r , (19)

and the mass spectrum and higher conserved charges (at zero rapidity) are given by:

ma “ 2m sin
πa

r ` 1
and qsa “ 2mssin

πas

r ` 1
, (20)

6



where m is a mass scale. The Coxeter number of the algebra is h “ r ` 1 in terms of the rank
r. The formulae (20) can be easily shown to satisfy the equations (15) and (16), respectively.
Note that equation (16) is satisfied for all integer values of s, not only odd ones.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we have pointed out a mathematical curiosity regarding the generalisation of
TBA equations to GGEs in IQFTs. Our observation is that an infinite family of different TBA
equations gives rise to the same Y -system as for a Gibbs ensemble. Interestingly, this family
selects out for TBA driving terms which involve only the one-particle eigenvalues of local, odd
charges, that is, it corresponds to GGEs involving only odd spin local charges. Thus, in a certain
sense, the Y -systems of IQFTs select for the local conservation laws of a particular theory.

For each TBA equation, the corresponding Y -functions satisfy asymptotic properties which
are dependent on which Lagrange multipliers are large/small, therefore we can also think of
this result as a way of counting the number of distinct solutions to a particular Y -system. The
answer seems to be that there are as many independent solutions as there are subsets of odd local
conserved charges in the model. Although the derivation presented here does not particularly
discuss the case of an infinite number of odd spin conserved changes, there are known subtleties
that must be carefully considered in this situation, as noted in [12,13].

This result is interesting because it is known that all solutions to the same Y -system share
some properties. As shown in [4] for ADE MTFTs the solutions of (13) are periodic in θ, with
periodicity which is proportional to the conformal dimension of the perturbing field. It is also
the case that in any limit where the Y -functions tend to a constant (which would correspond to
all generalised temperatures being large), the solutions to the constant Y -system are the input
needed to compute the UV central charge of the model.

In the context of IQFT, Y -systems do not seem to be particularly useful in order to solve
the TBA equations, so our result is probably of little value from a computational viewpoint.
However it does point to a common algebraic structure that is shared by large class of GGEs
involving only odd local charges and this is intriguing. It would be interesting to understand if
and how this structure can tell us something new about the (shared) mathematical and physical
properties of these types of stationary states. In particular, we might ask whether they are
related to other distinct families of GGEs whose physical interpretation is clearer, such as those
generated by so-called integrable quenches [44]. This relationship is by no means obvious at
this stage, especially because the analysis of [44] is focussed on lattice models, but would be
interesting to investigate for IQFTs.
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